ERRATUM
In defigurenop de pagina's 34 t/m 37 zijn bij het vermenigvuldigen enkele grijze lijntjes
weggevallen.
Daarom treft udeze hierbij nogmaals in een verbeterde versie losbladig aan.
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Figure 6.1a. Signatures Speulderbos for the optical data.
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Summary
In this study the possibilities for a combined (synergetic) use of optical and microwave remote
sensing data of forest vegetation were examined.
Within the framework oftheMAC Europe campaign, airborne TMS(Thematic Mapper Simulator)
and airborne C-L-P band SAR (Synthetic Aperture Radar) data over two forest areas in the
Netherlands were registered.
First variance analysis, signature analysis and discriminant analysis were performed in order to
assess the usefulness of each band and combinations of bands for discriminating forest classes.
Combining optical and microwave data improved forest classification results inmostcases.
Next the empirical relationships between optical/microwave data and forest parameters were
examined. Microwave P-band data gave some relationships with forest parameters for all stands
independent offorest class.Optical datawerehighlycorrelated withforest parameters butfor Fagus
sylvatica only.
Also a literature study on optical and microwave remote sensing models was conducted. One
microwave scattering model was used to model the interaction of microwaves with two Populus
species.

Parti:
Analysis of optical and microwave data

1 INTRODUCTION
During the summer of 1991 a Multisensor Airborne Campaign, designated MAC Europe '91,was
carried outbytheNational Aeronautics and SpaceAdministration (NASA).Thejoint scientific aims
for MAC Europe were to use advanced remote sensing techniques to document Earth surface
properties and to better understand the processes determining those properties.
Specific objectives for MAC Europe include characterizing the radar response of forests in order
to infer biomass and other structural properties of the forest, relating high spectral resolution
reflectances to surface chemical composition and vegetation stress, mapping surface geology,
examining ocean circulation patterns, investigation of soil moisture and surface hydrological
properties, exploring the multispectral properties of volcanic terrains, and calibrating and intercalibrating airborne remote sensing instruments.
Themain objective ofthis study isto investigate thepossibilities ofacombined (synergetic) useof
optical and microwave remote sensing data for forest vegetation studies.
Within the framework ofthe MAC Europe campaign, a DC-8 aircraft carrying the three frequency
(C-,L-andP-band), full Polarimetrie Synthetic ApertureRadar (SAR)andtheER-2aircraft carrying
the Thematic Mapper Simulator (TMS) performed overflights over the Horsterwold and the
Speulderbos sites in the Netherlands. SAR-images acquired on the 3rd of July 1991 and TMSimages acquired on the 5th of July 1991 of both the Horsterwold and the Speulderbos are used in
this study.
Synergy has been studied for its significance inthe following:
1.Classification of forest classes.
2. Estimation of biophysical forest parameters by means of empirical relationships.
3. Microwave and optical remote sensing models.
Onmicrowave and optical remote sensing models aseparate literature study hasbeen conducted to
get an overall idea ofthe possibility of merging radar data with optical data to derive biophysical
information about forest vegetation.
Thisreport consists oftwoparts. PartI contains ananalysis oftheMAC-Europe data. Here chapter
2providesan introduction tothebasicprinciples ofoptical andmicrowave remote sensing. Chapter
3 describes the possible useof optical and microwave remote sensing. In chapter 4 adescription is
given of the Horsterwold and Speulderbos study areas as well as specifications of the TMS and
AIRSAR systems. Chapter 5 provides the methods used in this study. In chapter 6the results are
presented and discussed. Finally inChapter 7conclusions are drawn.
Part II contains the literature study on microwave and optical remote sensing models.

-22 PRINCIPLES OF OPTICAL AND MICROWAVE REMOTE SENSING
A remote sensing system using electromagnetic radiation has four components:
- a source
- interaction with the earth's surface
- interaction with the atmosphere
- a sensor (figure 2.1).

EARTHS SURFACE

Figure 2.1.Aremote sensing system (Curran, 1985).
The link between the components of the remote sensing system is electromagnetic radiation. This
radiation occurs as a continuum of wavelengths and frequencies from short wavelength, high
frequency cosmic waves to long wavelenght, lowfrequencyradio waves (figure 2.2).
The TMS (Thematic Mapper Simulator) operates in the optical region of the electromagnetic
spectrum. This region includes visible and near infrared radiation inthe waveband 0.4 (xm- 3 ]xm.
The SAR (Synthetic Aperture Radar) operates in the microwave region of the electromagnetic
spectrum. No firm definition exists for the microwave region of the electromagnetic spectrum. A
reasonable convention isthat itextendsfrom0.3 to300GHz or lm to 1mminwavelength (Ulaby,
1981).
Optical and microwave remote sensing will betreated in further detail in sections 2.1 and 2.2.
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2.1 Optical remote sensing
Source
The source in an optical remote sensing system isthe sun. The sun radiates high frequency short
wavelengths of electromagnetic radiation and radiation atthese wavelengths ishigh inenergy
(figure 2.2a).
Interaction with vegetation
The electromagnetic radiation interacts with vegetation, soil, water and urban areas. The radiation
iseither reflected, absorbed ortransmitted. Sincethisreportisconcerned with forest vegetation, only
the interaction with the vegetation is discussed.
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The spectral reflectance of a vegetation canopy varies with wavelength. This is due to the
reflectance properties of the leaves. A leaf is built of layers of structural fibrous organic matter,
containing pigmented, water-filled cells andairspaces.
Because of the pigmentation (chlorophyl), blue and red light (« 0,44 um and « 0.65 urn)are
absorbed strongly for photosynthesis. Green light (« 0.55 um) isalso absorbed but less than blue
and red. In the near infrared spectrum reflection of the leaf is controlled by the structure ofthe
spongy mesophyll tissue.Very little ofthis infrared energy isabsorbed internally. Most ofit(upto
60%) isreflected ortransmitted (figure 2.3).
IRIRGGRRBB

REDAND BLUE
LARGELY ABSORBED
FOR USE
IN PHOTOSYNTHESIS

Figure 2.3.Interaction of structure with visible andnear-infrared radiation. (Campbell, 1987)
Thecombined effects ofleafpigments andphysiological structure giveallhealthy green leavestheir
characteristic reflectance properties: low reflectance of red and blue light, medium reflectance of
green light andhigh reflectance ofnear infrared radiation (figure 2.4).

Wavelength l / i m l

Figure 2.4.Reflectance ofa leaf. (Curran, 1985)

Leaf reflectance is also strongly reduced as aresult of absorption bythree major water absorption
bandsthatoccurnearwavelengths of 1.4 um, 1.9 umand 2.7 um(figure 2.4).Within theremaining
optical bands, electromagnetic radiation is also sensitive to leaf moisture but to a lesser degree.
Knowledge of spectral behaviour of individual leaves cannot completely explain reflectance from
vegetation canopies. Avegetation canopy iscomposed ofamosaic ofleaves, otherplant structures,
background and shadow. The overall reflectance is formed by a combination of leaf reflectance,
background reflectance and shadow (Curran, 1985).
On analyzing the bidirectional reflectance recorded by a sensor the effects of:
- soil background,
- angular elevation of the sun and sensor and
- canopy geometry
have to betaken into account.
The bidirectional reflectance ofthe soilhasaconsiderable effect onthe bidirectional reflectance of
the canopy. Curran (1983a) found that the relationship between LAI and near infrared reflectance
is different on dark and light soils.
The elevation of the sun and sensor in relation to a vegetation canopy will affect the reflectance
because a vegetation does not reflect radiation equally inall directions.
Solar elevation is also related to the amount of canopy shadow which tends to decrease the early
morning and late evening reflectance. This ismostnoticeable inthe visible region uptotheoptical
band of 0.7 um.
The angular elevation ofthesensor determines theamount of soilthat isvisible:when theangle of
elevation movesfromthe vertical, less soil and more vegetation isseen.
This effect isparticulary severe when the angle of elevation varies by only a few degrees around
the vertical.
The effect of solar and sensor azimuth is also important. The bidirectional reflectance of a canopy
isusually higher when the sensor islooking into, asopposed away from, the sun.
The geometry of the canopy will determine the amount of shadow seen by the sensor and will
therefore influence the sensitivity of bidirectional reflectance measurements to angular variations
in sun and sensor. (Curran, 1985)
Interaction with the atmosphere
All electromagnetic radiation before and after ithas interacted with the earth's surface, has topass
through the atmosphere prior to its detection by a sensor. This passage will alter the radiation's
intensity as function offrequencyandthus spectral scattering. These effects are most severe inthe
optical region (figure 2.2b).When analyzing remote sensingdatathese interactions havetobetaken
into account. For further details refer to Chahine (1983).
Sensor
The TMSisanairborne multispectral scanner. Multispectral scanners areused inaerial and satellite
sensor imagery. A multispectral scanner measures the radiance of the earth's surface along a
scanline, perpendicular to the line of aircraft flight (figure 2.5). The radiation from the earth's
surface passes through atelescope (1),tobe focussed onto arotating mirror (2),which reflects the
radiation onto a set of optics (3), where it is passed on to a dichroic grid (4), to be split into
reflected and emitted radiation. Thereflected radiation isdivided into itsspectral components using

-6a prism (5) and isdetected and amplified bythe detectors and pre-amplifiers (6),while the emitted
thermal radiation goes straight to the thermal recorders and pre-amplifiers (6). All information is
in electronic form and is controlled bythe electric control console (7), into which can be plugged
one or several recording devices.
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2.2 Microwave remote sensing
Source and sensor
Themicrowave portion ofthespectrum includeswavelengths withintheapproximate range of 1 mm
to lm. Microwaves are capable ofpenetrating the atmosphere under virtually all conditions. Radar
is an active microwave sensor, which means that it supplies its own source of energy or
illumination.
A conventional imaging radar system measures the scattered wave as a scalar quantity and any
additional information about the scattering process contained in the polarization properties of the
scattered signals is lost. TheNASA/JPL AIRSAR is a full Polarimetrie system. To ensure that all
information inthe scattered wave is retained, a full Polarimetrie system measures the polarization
ofthe scattered wave through a vector measurement process.
Radar signals can be transmitted and/or received in different modes of polarization. That is, the
signal canbefiltered insuch awaythat itselectrical wavevibrations arerestricted toasingleplane
perpendicular to the direction of wave propagation. (Unpolarized energy vibrates in all directions
perpendicular tothatofpropagation). Theobjective ofradarpolarimetry istoutilizethe information
conveyed in the polarization transformation properties of an object. The polarization concept can
be visualized by thepolarization ellipse given infigure 2.6 (Groot, 1991).

Figure 2.6. Polarization ellipse.
The polarization ischaracterized bytwoparameters:
1.orientation \y .This isthe orientation ofthelonger axisoftheellipse with respect tothe positive
x-axis.
2. ellipticitv % .This isa measure for the 'fatness' oftheellipse.

-8When the polarization ellipse is degenerated to a straight line (% = 0) the wave is called linearly
polarized. Special cases of linear polarizations are horizontal (y =0°)and vertical (vy =90°) linear
polarizations. When % equals ± 45° thewave iscalled circularly polarized.
When an electromagnetic wave is scattered by an object its polarization generally changes. The
change depends on the kind of object. It can be useful to study these changes and relate them to
object features. The Scattering matrix Sdescribes theway inwhich the polarization of a wave is
altered by scattering. The scattering matrix describes the scattering by a single stationary target; it
cannot be used todescribe the scattering by atime-varying or distributed target. Atime-varying or
distributed object is represented by an average Stokes matrix. A Stokes matrix formulation uses
Stokes vectors. The Stokes vector F expressed interms of the geometrical parameters vyand % is
given below:

r°
.«?!
F=

s2

1
cos2tycos2x
sin2X/cos2x

\

sin2%

=h

S

\ 3)

with: \\i
X

(

=polarization orientation angle
=ellipticity angle

The power received by aradar with identical receive and transmit antennas depends onthe Stokes
matrix and the send and receive polarizations. To visualize the contents of a given Stokes matrix
a three dimensional plot of the received power as a function of orientation and ellipticity can be
made. These plots are called "(co)-polarization responses". There aretwokinds ofresponse: inthe
case of co-polarization responses, the transmitting and receiving antennas have the same
polarization; inthecaseofcross-polarized responses,thereceiving antenna ispolarized orthogonally
to the transmitting antenna. As an exemple the polarization responses of a conducting trihedral
corner reflector are given in figure 2.7 (Ulaby, Elachi, 1990).

tfßlEX

MiGVEX
CO-POLRESPONSE

CROSS-POLRESPONSE

Figure 2.7. Polarization responses of aconducting trihedral corner reflector.

-9As can be seen, the polarization responses are independent of the polarization ellipse orientation
angles. This makes the comer reflector a useful target for the calibration of Polarimetrie images
(Zyl, 1990).
There are two types of imaging Sideways Looking Radar (SLR) systems. The first isthe Sideways
Looking Airborne Radar (SLAR), and the second, the Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR), a high
resolution refinement ofthe SLAR.The SLARlookstoonesideoftheflight direction with abeam
that iswidevertically andnarrow horizontally. The imageisproduced bymotion oftheaircraft past
the area being covered. The SLAR transmits short pulses of radio frequency energy, rather than a
continuous wave. The resolution inthe direction parallel tothe platform's direction ofmotion (the
azimuth or alongtrack) direction isachieved byvirtue ofthe length of the antenna. The resolution
inthe perpendicular (range or cross track) direction isdetermined by the pulse length of the radar
only (independent on fleight height). Amain drawback ofthe SLAR isthat the azimuth resolution
is proportional to the platform altitude. This is the reason for the development of SAR systems
(Rees, 1990).
In external appearance, a SAR system is indistinguishable from a SLAR. Higher resolution in the
azimuth (along track) direction isachieved bygreater sophistication inthe processing ofthereturn
signal (Rees, 1990).Unlikethe SLARthe SARreliesonthemotion oftheplatform toachieve high
resolution intheazimuth direction. If, overan interval oftime T,the signal returned totheantenna
is stored as amplitudes and phases, it is inprinciple possible in principle to reconstruct the signal
which would have been obtained by an antenna of length v.T , v being the platform speed. Since
T can be made large, this 'synthetic aperture' can also be made large, thus achieving a high
resolution (figure 2.8).

Real Aperture
resolution =A.R/L
Synthetic Aperture
resolution =L/2

Figure 2.8.Advantage ofaSARsystem overaSLAR system inaspace application. The length (L)
ofthe Real Aperture is 8m. The length (L) of the Synthetic Aperture is 2km. In this example the
wavelength is4cm and Ris400km. Theresolution oftheRealAperture inthe along-track direction
is2km. The resolution ofthe Synthetic Aperture inthe along-track direction is4m.

-10When analyzing radar images the following features inherent to a radar system have to be
considered:
- distortion of the image inthe across track direction
- layover and shadowing
- speckle
A SAR system measures the range to the various scattering objects. In the simplest form of
processing the image ispresented insuchawaythatthisrange (the slantrange) increases uniformly
across the image. This is a form of distortion since we actually require that the ground range
increases uniformly.
Two further problems arecaused bythetopography ofthesurface being sensed. These are layover
and shadowing, which are consequences ofthe oblique angle of incidence. Layover arises because
thetopof avertical object iscloser totheradar than thebottom ofthe object. Layover isrelatively
significant atsmallvalues ofthe incidence angle9i.Shadowing ismoreofaproblem atlargevalues
of 9i. In this case, one part of the surface is hidden from the view of the radar by another part
(Rees, 1990).
Radar images contain some degree of speckle, a grainy or salt and pepper pattern. Speckle arises
from the coherent nature of radar waves, causing random constructive and destructive interference
and, hence, random bright and dark areas in radar imagery. A technique useful to reduce speckle
ismultiple look processing. FortheAIRSAR system thenumber of looks is 16.Thismeans that 16
samples are taken per pixel having a size of e.g. 6.66m in range direction and 12.1m in azimuth
direction (Zyl et al., 1990).
Interaction with vegetation
Radar waves interact with avegetation canopy asagroup ofvolume scatterers composed of alarge
number of discrete plant components. Thevegetation canopy isunderlain by soilthat may result in
surface scattering of energy that penetrates the vegetation canopy. In general shorter wavelengths
(2 to 6 cm) are best for sensing crop canopies and tree leaves. At these wavelengths, volume
scattering predominates and surface scattering from the underlying soil is minimal. Longer
wavelengths (10 to 30 cm) are best for sensing tree trunks and limbs.In addition to plant size and
radar wavelength, many other factors affect radar backscatter from vegetation (Lillesand, 1987).

-113 USE OF OPTICAL AND MICROWAVE REMOTE SENSING
3.1 Classification
Classification is the process whereby an image is converted into some kind of thematic map, in
which regions with similar properties are indicated inthe same way (Rees, 1990).
Optical images can beused for classification purposes. Theproportion of radiance that is reflected,
absorbed or transmitted is dissimilar for different features on the earth's surface. This means that
it ispossible to identify features onthe basis oftheir spectral properties.
There have been several investigations concerning the use of microwave data to map earth terrain
types and landcover (Zyl, 1989).These investigations can begrouped into four approaches:
- mapping based ontextural information inradar images
- mapping based on multiple incidence angle images
- mapping based onmultiple polarization parameters, such as amplitude
(i.e. HH,W and HV) images,orthe phase difference between theHH and W elements
of the scattering matrix.
- mapping based onthe use of both amplitude and phase information (Zyl, 1989).
The following two Polarimetrie features can be useful tools to relate the received signal to scene
properties:
1.Polarization Phase Difference (PPD).
The PPDcan bedefined asthe like-polarized phase difference, orthephase difference between the
recorded HH-polarized and W-polarized signals (Ulaby et al., 1987). The PPD is related to the
main biophysical parameters of aforest stand. The PPD is induced by three sources:
- scattering from the ground (negligible)
- bistatic scattering from the trunks (related to the cylinder radius ofthetrunks).
- Two way propagation inthe canopy (affected by density and height of cylinders).
ThePPDmayprovide additional information for determination ofthevegetation type andstructure.
2. Degree of polarization (d).
The degree of polarization is a measure for the variability ofthe polarization in time (or inspace,
whenthe Stokesvector isaspace average). The degree ofpolarization isdefined astheratio ofthe
intensity of the completely polarized part and the intensity ofthe total wave. It can be determined
fromthefield-averagedscattered Stokes vectors.
Incase ofsurface scattering thereturn wave isstrongly polarized; discloseto 1.Ontheother hand,
scatteringfromthick vegetation results inanalmost completely unpolarized return wave; disclose
to 0(Groot, 1991).
3.2 Estimation of biophysical parameters
Remote sensing data have been found useful in characterizing homogeneous forests quantatively.

-12Studies havedemonstrated therelationship between treeparameters such asLeaf AreaIndex(LAI),
age, height, basal area, canopy closure, biomass, and radiation recorded in different channels of
various airborne and spaceborne remote sensing systems. Such relationships can be described by
models. These can be developed for the optical as well as for the microwave region of the
electromagnetic spectrum. A literature study on models has been carried out and can be found in
part II of this report.
3.3 Combination of optical and microwave remote sensing
The properties of objects inthe optical and microwave region are completely different. The optical
spectral response of vegetation canopies results from molecular resonances and scattering at the
micrometer scale, whereas radar backscatter resultsfromplant morphology, i.e.the geometric and
bulk dielectric properties of thecanopy constituents. Multi-sensor observations inwhich data from
complementary windows oftheelectromagnetic spectrum arecombined may yield an improvement
in information content (Baker, 1992).
No algorithms or models exist that can really merge microwave data with optical data to derive
biophysical information aboutthecanopy.Itistherefore criticalthatstudiesbeconducted todevelop
these models and algorithms.

-134 STUDY AREA AND SYSTEM SPECD7ICATIONS
4.1 Study area
Theforest sitesselected for thisresearch arelocated inthe central partofTheNetherlands. Onetest
sitehasbeen selected inFlevoland and one atthe Veluwe (figure 4.1). The province of Flevoland
comprises twopolders reclaimed from Lake IJsselmeer. Thisfresh water was formed in 1932when
theZuiderzee, alarge bay containing brackish to saltwater, wasenclosed. Thetopsoil ofFlevoland
originates from marine sediments. The Veluwe region is part of the province of Gelderland and
features the largest forested region inTheNetherlands. Thesoilshavebeen developed incoarse and
fine Pleistocene sands.

Figure 4.1.Location ofthe forest test sites: (2) Horsterwold (3) Speulderbos.

-14The Horsterwold site
The forest site in Flevoland, the 'Horsterwold', is located in the polder Southern Flevoland,
reclaimed in 1966.The forest isstillmanaged bythe 'Directie Flevoland'. Planting started in1973.
When completed, the forest will be 4000 ha large,becoming the largest deciduous forest in the
country. The site comprises large numbers of poplar stands and stands of other deciduous species
like: willow, elm, beech, oak, alder, maple, and ash. A small number of spruce and pine stands is
also present. The soil consists offineloamy sand that originates from reworked pleistocene sands.
It can beclassified asaCalcaric Fluvisol (World Soil Map).Theground water level varies indepth
between 80 cm (winter) and 180cm (summer) during the year. The digging of ditches and canals
locally changed the original profile duetoupbringing of fine to coarse sands.Thethickness ofthis
layer varies between 0 and 20cm.
The Speulderbos site
The Forest District "Speulder- en Sprielderbos", located at the Veluwe, is managed by the State
Forest Service. The area is 2390 ha large and contains many species in many age classes. Scots
pine, Douglas fir, Japanese larch, beech and oak stands prevail. Corsican pine, European larch,
Norway spruce and grand fir stands occur less frequently. Within the Speulderbos some large and
old beech forests, with atotal area of 345 ha, can be found. These forests have been managed for
hundreds ofyears.Thestructure insomepartsofthebeechforests resemblesthestructure ofnatural
forests to some extent. North and east of the Forest District heathlands are present. The forest
district comprises areaswith loamyfinesandsandareaswithcoarse sands.Thesandsbelongmainly
to preglacial fluviatile sediments shaped into low hills by the Saale ice sheet (ice-pushed ridge of
Garderen). Soil classification (World Soil Map) distinguishes in this district a Leptic Podzol and
Humic Podzol. The level ofthe ground water is inexcess of 2to3mdepth. Since research inthis
forest district was focussed onthe Speulderbos part,thissite,throughout thereport, willbe referred
to as 'the Speulderbos'.
These two test sites comprise a fair range of species, age classes, soils and other environmental
conditions. Stand areastypically range from onetoseveral hectares, which isquitesmallbutnormal
for large parts ofEurope.
4.2 TMS and AIRSAR system
The optical data were acquired on 5-7-1991 with the ER-2 aircraft carrying the Daedalus airborne
Thematic Mapper Simulator (TMS). Specifications ofthe TMS are given intable4.1.
The microwave data were acquired on 3-7-1991 with a DC-8 aircraft carrying the three frequency
(C-,L- and P-band), full Polarimetrie Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR). Specifications of the SAR
are given intable 4.2.
Here we have to make some remarks about the quality of the SAR-images. Over the Horsterwold
the DC-8 aircraft suffered from excessive plane motion. Beside this the P-band signal was
influenced by interference. The quality ofthe Speulderbos images was good.
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Channels:
Daedalus channel
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

TM band
A
1
2
B
3
C
4
D
5
7
6
6

wavelength, um
0.42 - 0.45
0.45 - 0.52
0.52 - 0.60
0.60 - 0.62
0.63 - 0.69
0.69 - 0.75
0.76 - 0.90
0.91 - 1.05
1.55 - 1.75
2.08 - 2.35
8.5 - 14.0 low gain
8.5 - 14.0 high gain

Sensor/aircraft parameters:
IFOV
1.25 mrad
Ground resolution
81 feet (25 meters) at 65,000 feet
Total scan angle
42.5°
Swath width
8.3 nmi (15.4 km) at 65,000 feet
Pixels/scanline
716
12.5 scans/second
Scan rate
400 kts (206 m/second)
Ground speed
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Flight hardware characteristics:
Parameter
Wavelength(cm)
Chirp bandwith(MHz)
Chirp freq.(MHz)
Chirp duration(|i.sec)
Peak transmit power(dBm)
Ant. polarization
Ant. gain(dBi)
Azimuth beamwith(°)
Elevation beamwith(°)
Ant. dim. (elev*azimuth, cm)
Receiver gain(dB)
Receiver gain control(dB)
Receiver inst. dyn range(dB)
Sys. noise temperature(K)
Bits/sample

P
68

L
C
24
5.7
20(or 40)
448.75-428.75
1258.75-1238.75
5308.75-5288.75
10(or 5)
60
67
59
H/V dual microstrip patch array
14
18
24
19.0
8.0
2.5
38.0
44.0
50.0
91.4*182.9
45.7*161.3
16.5*135.9
58
50
62
>80
>40
500-3000 (receiver gain dependent)
8

Relevant NASA/ARC DC-8 characteristics:
Nominal altitude(ft)
Nominal velocity(knots)
Image characteristics:
Multi-look (Standard)
Image size(rg*az,pixels)
Bytes/pixel
Pixel size(rg*az,m)

26,000
420

16-look compressed Stokes matrix
1280*1024 perfreq
10
6.66*12.1
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The following chapter describes themethodology used inthis study. Theway inwhich thetraining
areas were defined is explained in section 5.1.Data extraction and the database are described in
section 5.2. A review of the methods used for the statistical analysis of the spectral data and for
classification purposes isgiven insections 5.3 and 5.4.In section 5.5 empirical relationships ofthe
spectral datawithforest biophysical parameters are investigated. Finally insection 5.6amicrowave
scattering model isdescribed.
5.1 Definition of training areas
TheHorsterwold forest andthe Speulderbos forest were used for the collection ofthe spectral data.
On the basis of a forest map and a standlist we selected 183 training areas ( > 1 ha.) in the
Horsterwold and 65 training areas ( > 1 ha.) in the Speulderbos. The training areas in the
Horsterwold represent 10 forest classes. The training areas in the Speulderbos represent 6 forest
classes.The extentofthetraining datawas setto 10areasperclassasfar aspossible.Table 5.1 lists
the classes and thenumber ofpolygons wich make upeach class.The Poplar clones were grouped
intothree classes (according totheir taxonomie groups). This was done because previous research
(Hoekman, 1990)showed thattaxonomie properties affect theradarbackscatter level inC-band and
X-band. Only for the signature analysis the three Populus sections were grouped into one class.
Forest class Larix decidua, comprising onlyonestand wasnotincluded intheclassification dataset.
Table 5.1.Forest classes inthe Horsterwold and the Speulderbos.
Forest classes Horsterwold
Acer pseudoplatanus
Fagus sylvatica
Fraxinus excelsior
Picea abies
Pinus nigra nigra
Populus section Aigeiros
Populus section Aigeiros x Tacamahaca
Populus section Tacamahaca
Quercus robur
Salix Tinaarlo'

# Polygons (total=J83)
10
10
10
11
9
66
27
19
11
10

Forest classes Speulderbos
Fagus sylvatica
Larix decidua
Larix kaempferi
Pinus sylvestris
Pseudotsuga menziesii
Quercus robur

# Polygons (total=65)
13
1
10
20
10
11

The polygons representing the forest classes were defined with the use of the DSPARE utility of
the DISIMP Image processing software. Outlining of the polygons was done with the help of a

-18forest map and based on visual interpretation of the TMS imagery only. Previous research (Butera
1986,Hildebrandt etal. 1988,Thunnissen etal. 1992,v/dSanden 1988,Schardt 1990)andpersonal
experience showed that the TM bands 3,4,5 (TMS bands 5,7,9) were best suited for visual
interpretation of the imagery. Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show the composite TMS images we used for
outlining thepolygons.

Figure 5.1. TMS-bands 5,7,9 composite image ofthe Horsterwold
(TMS5:blue, TMS7:green, TMS9:red).

Figure 5.2. TMS-bands 5,7,9 composite image ofthe Speulderbos
(TMS5:blue, TMS7:green, TMS9:red).

-19The polygons defined onthe TMS image were co-registered with the radar image through the use
of ground control points. A first order polynomal transformation was applied with the use of the
modules CÖORDN and DIGUTTL ofthe ERDAS image processing software.
5.2 Data extraction and database
With the use of the program EXTRACT, reflectance data were extracted for the areas defined by
thepolygonsfromtheTMSimagery.Theprogram DECOSTOKEXTRACT provided the SARdata.
Two databases, one for the Horsterwold and one for the Speulderbos were created, containing for
each polygon the following parameters:
- mean spectral data and standard deviation
- polygon number, number ofpixels
- incidence angle (for the SAR data only)
- the forest biophysical parameters: age, dbh, height, basal area, volume/Ha
and Mean Annual Increment (MAI).
The TMS bands were internally calibrated to obtain radiance values from digital numbers. It was
not possible to correct for atmospheric influences because the necessary information was not
available.
Fromthe SARimages the "differential cross section", a0, was calculated bymultiplying the Stokes
vectors with the Stokes scattering operator. o° is defined as the expectation of the radar cross
section per unit area:

a°=-

(o)

Axes

with: a°
= "radar cross section" (m2)
Ares =resolution cell area (m2)
Another measure inwhichtheradar backscatter isoften expressed isgamma. Gamma iscalculated
by deviding o° values bythe cosine ofthe incidence angle:

Y=

cos {Qinc)

with: a°
= "differential cross section" (m2/m2)
9inc = incidence angle (°)
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Inthis research the measure c° isadopted, because it isused most commonly in literature. The o°
values are expressed in Decibels (dB). This is done by taking the logarithm of a°, and then
multiplying it by the factor ten.
The grounddata of the Speulderbos and the Horsterwold already available in a database were
updated with the help of stand registers.
5.3 Feature selection
In order to find out if combining optical and microwave data is more promising for classification
than using either one ofthetwo information sources alone, several subsets ofbands were selected.
Such a subset of most informative bands represents the wavebands which are required in the
classification procedure to obtain satisfactory results.The selection of anoptimal set of wavebands
is known as feature selection. The motive for feature selection is the reduction of data
dimensionality andthusthe costofclassification. These selections ofsubsets werebased on several
procedures:
- variance analysis
- signature analysis
- discriminant analysis
Variance analysis
First of all the potential information content of each spectral band was examined. The potential
information content, according to Sadowski et al. (1985), may be directly related to the range of
digitalvalues andbackscatter values.Ifthere arenoband-dependent sources ofnoisewithin asensor
system, the range of data values (and other statistical parameters such as variance) will provide a
straightforward measure for the information content which is readily comparable among several
bands. The variance as a measure of the spread or dispersion about the mean was determined for
each band (calculated asthe variance of asample).
Signature analysis
In order to get a first impression of the capabilities of optical and radar bands for discriminating
among the forest classes, signatures of the different forest classes were examined. This was done
for the set oftwelve visible/infrared and nine radar bands. Signatures ofthedifferent forest classes
arerepresented bythecomplete datasets ofpolygons.The signature analysis ofthe dataset included
the calculation of mean digital values, mean a°(dB) values and variances for each forest class.
Examination ofthesignatures ofthedifferent Populusclones showed thattheoverall range indigital
values and a°(dB) values was not very large. Therefore we decided to group the clones into one
seperate class, for the signature analysis only.
Discriminant analysis
Discriminant analysis is a statistical technique for classifying individuals or objects into mutually
exclusive and exhaustive groups on the basis of a set of independent variables (Dillon, 1984).We
used discriminant analysis to:
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- find linear combinations of the original variables having the property that theratioof
between-groups towithin groups variability isas large as possible
-succesfully assignthepolygonsrepresenting theforest classestooneoftheseveral groups.
In the context of this method it is important to note that the sampling units are the training areas
as a whole (pooled data) and not the pixels within the training areas. The data were pooled in
attempt to reduce the effect of scene noise inthe optical data and speckle in the radar data. This
improves the separability of the classes and theclassification accuracy.
First the procedure STEPDISC inthe SAS statistical package was used. STEPDISC uses stepwise
selection to produce a discriminating model that best reveals differences among the forest classes.
The variables (all optical and radar bands) are chosen toenter or leavethe model according toone
oftwo criteria:
- the significance level of an F-testfroman analysis of covariance, where the variables
already chosen act ascovariates and the variable under consideration isthe dependent
variable.
- thesquared partial correlation (R**2)topredictthevariable under consideration from the
CLASSvariable, controlling fortheeffects ofthevariables already selected forthemodel.
R**2 isthe percentage ofthe total variation that isexplained bythe variable under
consideration.
Stepwise selection begins with no variables inthe model. At each step the model is examined. If
thevariable inthemodelthatcontributes leasttothediscriminating power ofthemodel fails tomeet
the criterion to stay, then that variable is removed. Otherwise, the variable not in the model that
contributes most tothe discriminating power ofthe model is entered (Dillon, 1984).
The STEPDISC procedure wasperformed for three different casesboth for the Speulderbos andthe
Horsterwold:
- using only optical bands (TMS1-TMS12)
- using only radar bands (C-HH,C-HV,C-W,L-HH,L-HV,L-W,P-HH,P-HV,P-W)
-usingallbands(TMS1-TMS12/C-HH,C-HV,C-W,L-HH,L-HV,L-W,P-HH,P-HV,P-W)
It isimportant torealize that inthe selection ofvariables for entry, onlyonevariable can beentered
into the model at each step. The selection process does not take into account the relationships
between variables thatnotyethavebeenselected. Thus,someimportantvariables couldbeexcluded
intheprocess. However STEPDISC can beavaluable aid in selecting the bands which best reveal
the differences among the forest classes (SAS Institute Inc., 1989).
To improve the classification results the procedure CANDISC (CANononical Discriminant
analysis) in SASwas used. Thisprocedure isrelated toprincipal component analysis and canonical
correlation. Itderives canonical variables thatsummarize between-class variation inmuchthe same
waythatprinciple components summarize totalvariation. Giventwoormoregroups ofobservations
with measurements on several variables (optical and radar bands), CANDISC derives a linear
combination ofthevariables that hasthehighestpossible multiple correlation withthegroups.This
is accomplished by maximizing the between group variance relative to the within group variance.
This maximal multiple correlation is called the first canonical correlation. The coefficients of the
linear combination are the canonical coefficients. The variable defined by the linear combination
is the first canonical variable. The second canonical correlation is obtained by finding the linear
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combination uncorrelated with the first canonical variable that has the highest possible multiple
correlation withthegroups (SASInstituteInc., 1989).TheCANDISC procedure wasperformed for
the same cases as the STEPDISC procedure.
Variance analysis and signature analysis gave usa general idea ofthe bands which would bemost
discriminating. Discriminant analysis provided specific subsets of bands which would be most
discriminating amongtheforest classes ofthe Speulderbos andtheforest classes oftheHorsterwold.
5.4 Classification
In order to find out if the combination of optical and microwave data ismore promising than one
of the data sources alone, classification was carried out on several subsets of data for the
Horsterwold and the Speulderbos:
- classification based on a subset of optical bands.
- classification based on a subset of radar bands.
- classification based on a subset of all available bands.
The DISCRIM procedure in SAS was used as classification procedure. DISCRIM develops a
discriminant function or classification criterion using a measure of generalized square distance
(Mahalanobis distance) assuming that each class has a multivariate normal distribution. Each
observation isplaced intheclass from which ithasthe smallest generalized distance (Dillon, 1984;
SAS Institute Inc., 1989).
First the classification was performed using the subsets of bands coming out of the STEPDISC
procedure. In orderto improve the classification results classification was alsodonewith canonical
variables derived from the CANDISC procedures.
Because the STEPDISC procedure on the optical data of the Speulderbos produced only a subset
of four bands we decided to use subsets of four bands inall the classification procedures in order
to be able to compare the results of the different strategies. To determine if increasing the number
ofbands inthe subsetwould increase theclassification results, subsets of 1 to 7bands wereentered
intheclassification procedure. Thiswascarried outfortheHorsterwold datawith subsetscontaining
optical bands, radar bands and subsets containing a combination of optical and radar bands. The
STEPDISC procedure provided these subsets.
It isimportant tonotethattheclassification accuracies willbeartificially highbecausethe sameset
of training areas was used in the design of the classifier. However comparison of the different
strategies used for the classification of the Speulderbos and the Horsterwold will not be hindered
bythebias intheclassification accuracies. Alsotheeffects ofdifferent band combinations will still
bevalid.
5.5 Empirical relationships with forest parameters
Therelationships ofthe spectral datawiththe forest biophysical parameters: age, dbh,height, basal
area, volume/Ha and MAI (Mean Annual Increment) were investigated. For thetotal of 183stands
intheHorsterwold relationships were studiedmainlywithagebecausetheground dataset isfar from
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complete. For the total of64 stands in the Speulderbos (Larix decidua was not included in the
analysis) a complete ground data collection was available. We related the following spectral
variables tothe biophysical forest parameters:
1.C-,L-,P-band mean <r°(dB)values for HH,HV andW polarization
2. Single band reflectance of optical data
3. Ratios of radar band polarizations
4. Radar biophysical indices
5. Optical indices
Table 5.2 liststheratios and indicesweused.Aliterature study showed thatthese indices may give
good results.
The radar like-polarized backscattering magnitude isstrongly affected byincidence angle. For
example, there isanoticeable decrease ofbackscatter magnitudefromnear tofar range (Pope et al.
1992). This incidence angle effect presents aproblem for finding relations between themicrowave
data and forest biophysical parameters. The incidence angle effect isexamined in section 6.3.2.
Pope et al. (1992) statethat radar biophysical indices based onratios ofnormalized differences are
largely independent oflocal incidenceangleandtherefore unaffected bychanges inincidenceangle.
Furthermore, with the design ofthese indices general knowledge of scattering mechanisms derived
frommicrowave models was used. Sonext to single radar bands, biophysical indices were related
to forest parameters.
Regression analysis islargely based upon fittingpreconceived mathematical expressions to different
sets of data. In order to get an idea of the possible useof a regression model for the estimation of
forest parameters, first relationships between thespectral dataand forest parameters were examined
in scatter diagrams. Weperformed straight lineregression onthe setsofdata which showed aclear
trend inascatter diagram.
The Pearson product-moment correlation as anumerical measure of the direction and degreeof
closeness ofthe linear relationship was determined:

r_

with: X
Y

cov(x,y)
y/(var{x) ,vax{y))

= forest biophysical parameter
= spectral variable
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For testing the null hypothesis that the correlation equals 0 Student's t-value was calculated. The
p-value for thet-value gives thepossibility thatthetrue value ofthecorrelation coefficient iszero.
One has to be careful with the interpretation of the results of the regression analysis for the
following reasons:
- Asignificant correlation between twovariables Xand Ydoesnotnecessarily indicate that
X causes Y. There is apossibility that the correlation has no physical significance at all,
but represents an accidental parallelism between thetwovariables.
- Thereisthepossibilitythatthecorrelation isbadlydistorted byotherunexamined variables
such as;undergrowth, biomass distribution, soilroughness, soil structure, soiltexture, soil
moisture content (with its influence onthe radar backscatter) and other environmental
parameters. Also in some cases the incidence angle effect may cause the relationship to
be seriously distorted.
- A further reason for careful interpretation of theresults isthe possibility of inaccurate
positioning of the polygons. Because the outline of some forest stands was quite hard to
recognize small displacements may have occured.
- The reliability of the ground data (stand registers) has also to betaken into account.
Most of the ground data were collected inOctober 1988 bythe State Forest Service.
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RatioP-bandHV&P-bandW (dB)

RatioP-bandHV&C-bandW (dB)

RatioL-bandHV&C-bandW (dB)

CSI(canopystructureindex)

w

w+hh

VSI(volumescatteringindex)

hv

.
(w+hh
hv+\
V

BMI(biomassindex)

m (interactiontypeindex)

2

w+hh

=HH, W phase-angle difference

Vegetationindex1

tms9
tmsl

Vegetationindex2

tmsl
tmsS

Vegetationindex3

tmsS
tms3

Normalizeddifference vegetationindex 1

_ tms9 — tmsl
tms9 + tmsl

Normalizeddifferencevegetationindex2

_ tmsl- tmsS
tmsl +tmsS

-265.6 A microwave scattering model
Since no suitable optical model was available at the time, modeling was done in the microwave
region only. Backscatter modeling was done for two Populus species of the Horsterwold. The
Microwave Scattering Model for Layered Vegetation (Karam et al., 1992) was used as described
inPart II of this report.
In the first case the interaction of microwaves with an 18 years old Populus 'Oxford' stand
(PZ_8_C2) was modeled using data from an extensive set of ground data collected for the
MAESTRO-1 campaign, of August the 16th 1989 (Droesen et al., 1990). For Populus 'Oxford'
(stand PZ_8_C2) the scatterers were grouped into 4 diameter classes: 1class for the trunks and 3
classes for thebranches. Totaltreebiomassandbiomassofbranches inacertain diameter classwere
estimated. The number densities of the different branch scatterers, we needed as input for the
microwave backscatter model, were then calculated from estimations of the total branch biomass.
Other inputparameters such as:dielectric constants, leafradius, leafthickness, leafvolume fraction,
stem number density andheight ofthescatterers were alltakenfromtheMAESTRO-1 ground data.
In the second case, the model is run for 9 years old, 12 years old, and 18 years old Populus
'Robusta' stands. Here a more intensive approach based on the use of the "TREE" simulation
programm built by Peter Leersnijder, was adopted for finding certain input parameters needed for
the microwave backscatter model. Fortwo 20 years old Populus 'Robusta' treesthe following tree
data were collected:
- total tree height
- stem diameter at different heights
- height where living crown begins
- order of branches and twigs
- lengths of branches and twigs for 5orders
- diameters at the basis of branches and twigs for 5orders
- branch angle/rotation relative tothe previous branch order
- number of branches ineach branch order
These data were used to calibrate the "TREE" simulation programme for Populus 'Robusta'. A
computer printout of the 20 years old simulated Populus 'Robusta' tree is shown infigure 5.3.All
5 branch orders were drawn. This simulated tree resembles the real Populus 'Robusta' tree quite
well.
The "TREE" simulation programm was able to generate the branch number densities for 6branch
diameter classes in 18 angular ranges of 5° each. The input parameters needed for the "TREE"
simulation programme were tree age and tree height. Because relationships between tree age and
other tree parameters where included inthe "TREE" simulation programm, we were able to obtain
this information for 9years old, 12years old and 18years old Populus 'Robusta' trees. However,
the possibilities of rather large errors occuring with such extrapolations with age have to betaken
into account. So for 9 years old and 12years old Populus 'Robusta' trees one has to realize that
errors can be large.The Populus 'Robusta' trees could bedisplayed on apersonal computer screen.
For the ages of 9years old, 12 years old and 18years old Populus 'Robusta' we generated three
trees per age. Figure 5.4 shows in all 9photos, representing three trees per age. Only thefirsttwo
branch orders were drawn.
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Figure 5.3. 20 years old Populus 'Robusta' tree, simulated by the "TREE" simulation programm
of Peter Leersnijder. AU5branch orders are shown.
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18years old

12years old

9years old

Figure 5.4. Photos of Populus 'Robusta' trees drawn by the "TREE" simulation programm on a
personal computer screen. Per age three trees were randomly generated. Only branch order 1and
branch order 2are shown.

